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NATIONAL ECONOMIC POLICY FOR INNOVATION  
AND GROWTH IN GLOBALIZED ERA  

 
Annotation. Globalization is multidimensional process, where political, 

economic, military, cultural, environmental and social sides are widely in-
volved. Since late 1990s knowledge plays a key role in determining the struc-
ture and frame of the modern world. Despite the fact that during globaliza-
tion national borders have less meaning for global firms while they seek for 
the most advantageous place for economic profit, national countries create 
unique environment for them and ensure their sound positions on science-
based world markets. Technology achievement is a significant factor for de-
velopment. Participation in contemporary economy means to create appro-
priate sources for education, adequate infrastructure, political stabilization, 
market economy and so on. In this regard innovative clusters are gaining 
greater importance for any policy, where the higher education and research 
support plays a key role.  

Key word: Innovative Clusters, International Competitiveness, Human 
Capital.  

 
Introduction. Nowadays, globalization is occurring on a daily ba-

sis. Advanced countries are already engaged deeply and comprehen-
sively meanwhile developing countries are gaining speed to involve in 
global processes and less developed countries are not very lag behind. 
Modern debates on globalization and global economy do not argue any 
more on topics of reasonability of involvement of national countries in 
this process. Rather issues of gaining higher profits are more conten-
tious and controversial. However, it is obvious that advantage is in fa-
vour of knowledge which is translated into commercially profitable 
manufacturing or/and service providing. Modern, knowledge-based 
global economy gives imperative to utilization of cognitive skills and 
not to existence of this or another kind of skills or resources.  

Purpose of the Research. The article aims to analyse and provide 
clear links between higher education, research and innovation; and 
economic growth and prosperity. It also evaluate and describe the 
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factors that support cluster development and finds out new approaches 
to define economic policy focused on innovative development and 
research in terms of openness of national economy.  

Result of Research. Despite the fact that during globalization na-
tional borders have less meaning for global firms while they seek for 
the most advantageous place for economic profit, national countries 
create unique environment for them and ensure their sound positions 
on science-based world markets. Simultaneously to above mentioned 
processes, the international firms and national-less huge corporations 
are intensively compete with each other for gaining maximum profit 
and expanding the spare of influence. Despite the economic globaliza-
tion and functioning of multinational corporations, world space unifica-
tion, competitive advantages of different firms in international markets 
rest on national characteristics. Globalization of the economy leads the 
world towards universality and monotonous; but at the same time the 
same force gives national characteristics huge importance: in globalized 
world economy strong competitive advantages are relied and based on 
differences caused by national characteristics (Porter 1992).  

In this process human resources acquire greater importance. It is 
not exaggerated, to say that one of the main components of the suc-
cess of economic agents on the world markets is high-skilled labour 
involvement and utilization. Knowledge, representing the main pro-
duction factor in knowledge-based economy, is inconsistently distrib-
uted. The human resource is exclusive production factor, holding of 
which by one or another firm doesn’t automatically mean to hold and 
utilize the knowledge (Sepashvili, 2011).  

The situation is becoming more complicated due to the fact that 
technology and knowledge are the most important factors for econom-
ic expansion and increasing of income in contemporary world. The 
development of new technologies (gen-engineering, telecommunica-
tion, microelectronics, new materials, bio-technology and est.) is de-
fining the nature of the XXI century. This new model of economy 
changes social and economic objectives of nations (Sepashvili E. 
2017). Transformations are occurring in the strategies of international 
business and marketing.  

Today countries have to integrate into the modern globalized 
world economy in such a way as to avoid or minimise harm the na-
tional interest, avoid the negative consequences of globalization and 
completely benefit from the openness of the national economy and 
hence, support the growth of domestic welfare (Tsetskhladze, M. 
2016). This new pattern changes the social and economic objectives 
of nations (Sutherlend & Sewell 1998).  
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To develop high skilled human resource and hence, knowledge, 
the existence of well-organized and sufficiently financed educational 
infrastructure is crucial on initial stage. Meanwhile, the primarily, 
basic and secondary educational institutions are just fundaments for 
qualified human resources development, the higher educational Univer-
sities with study programmes that adequately response to the demands 
of the labour markets, which can deal not only current challenges, but 
also predict future prospects, is the sphere for private business. The 
new tendency against the globalization and growing importance of in-
novations causes the development of “entrepreneurial universities” 
which simultaneously contribute the regional development and gener-
ate incomes. Such kind of new model of higher education dramatical-
ly influence the innovative development of economy and emerges as a 
driving force for economic growth, job creation and strengthening the 
international competitiveness of national economy (Gagnidze, I. 
2016). All these systems differ according countries. In this regard, dif-
ferent countries’ firm have different access to human resources and 
this creates disparities in competition in the world markets.  

These issues are high on the EU agenda as well. The EU Commis-
sion’s Communication “Putting knowledge into practice: A broad-
based innovation strategy for the EU” (Commission Communication, 
2006) lists ten key programs for supporting innovations to foster the 
EU economic development at both European and National levels. 
Public policies are seen as essential factors for industry-led innova-
tions aiming at growth and job creation.  

Thus, creation of national competitive model is becoming the most 
significant factor for strategic development of any national economic 
model. According to one of the distinguished theories, named “Theory 
of Cluster Development”, economic effectiveness is encouraged by 
cluster development that boost those factors, features and elements 
which most positively contribute country’s welfare. Clusters inten-
sively support competitiveness of country’s economy (Gagnidze I. 
2015; Gogorishvili I. 2016). 

Each country has its own approach to cluster development strate-
gy. Different countries’ experience proves that cluster development 
strategy vary according countries. At the same time cluster approach 
is the foundation for dialogue between producers and the states 
(Lekashvili E. 2015). The clusters significantly increase efficiency of 
relations among private sector, government, trade unions, scientific 
and education institutions. Public governance should facilitate innova-
tions and create appropriate conditions and/or incentives for business 
actors to focus on innovative products and services (Papachashvili N 
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2016). As technology, knowledge and innovations are the main pillars 
for raising the resource efficiency (Sepashvili, 2014), some kind of 
structural reforms are needed to obtain required results.  

Generally the flow and expansion of innovations and new technol-
ogies are enhanced due to closer geographic location, which eases 
personal relations and interaction of business actors. Thus, clusters 
encourage and facilitate innovations on local level via different values 
chains. As stated in OECD publication (OECD, 2001) Clusters they 
can be considered as reduced scale innovation systems.  

As globalization has gaining the speed, regional clusters are in-
creasingly progressing. Due to less barriers to internationalizing the 
business operations companies have broader opportunities for choos-
ing the best location and best environment to meet their specific 
needs, especially those that embody human capital. This process is 
occurring over the globe, but national political support on local level 
is still urgent. Classical cluster initiatives are defined as organized ef-
forts to increase the growth and competitiveness of clusters within a 
region involving cluster firms, government, and/or the research com-
munity (European Commission, 2001). Nevertheless, it is impossible 
to fully define policy efforts that are needed to meet all objectives. As 
a rule, policy measures target regional or particular business develop-
ment. Accordingly, different activities can be applied such as making 
information transparent and easily available, facilitate business-to-
business and people-to-people contacts, establish special funds for 
granting innovative start-ups, support joint marketing activities like in-
ternational exhibition or fairs, and est. Cluster supporting policies try to 
strengthen clusters interconnection, to facilitate interactions within clus-
ters members and to boost internationalizing cluster development to-
gether with its (cluster’s) promotion. Proportion of Education and re-
search as well as entrepreneurship can also be the goal of government 
policy (Lekashvili E. 2017). Special attention is paid to social responsi-
bility (Sepashvili E. at tal 2016) and labor productivity as the main fac-
tor to support human capital development (Gogorishvili I. 2015).  

Thus, clusters maybe supported or harmed by government through 
different way. It can be support to general business environment, or 
special programs aiming at specific industries, or education, or re-
search in particular science meanwhile others have special goal to 
support clusters (and in many cases innovative clusters). Such kind of 
policies is not often named as cluster development policy. Often they 
regarded as regional policy, innovative policy, SME policy, educa-
tional policy, research policy, industrial or agricultural policy and est. 
But they do affect cluster development to a certain degree and scope.  
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Thus, any Government economic policy has influence on country’s 
competitiveness and in a certain degree on innovation developments 
that are the part of clusters (Sepashvili E. 2016). From this point of 
view, innovative clusters have a tendency to be a main focus for gov-
ernmental policies. Modern clusters equally incorporate education and 
science together with real sector development. Therefore, education 
and especially higher education which generates human resource for 
research and innovation is gaining greater significance in terms of pol-
icy measures (Papachashvili N., Tsimakuridze T. 2010). Innovative 
development of education should boost dynamic development of 
higher education system (Min, Ling & Pew, 2015).  

Conclusion. Consequently, the national economic policy aiming at 
rising the welfare of the country has to pay particular attention to re-
source efficiency, especially human capital development. Human cap-
ital is one of the main basis for knowledge and innovation which are 
the key factors for international competitiveness in global markets. 
Innovative cluster policy represent a policy measure address this goal 
broadly. Meanwhile it means for policy-makers to support cluster 
emergence and clusters initiatives and encourage international coop-
eration and exchange within and among clusters.  

Overall, the goals of innovative policy, which is the key pillar of 
the modern economic policy of nations, are frequently outlined and 
developed broadly. Often the policy covers several directions and 
programs aiming simultaneously at higher education and research 
generating innovations, private business development commercializ-
ing “now-how” and supportive government policy measures. 
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КОГНІТИВНІ ПЛАТФОРМИ УПРАВЛІННЯ  
ПОРТФЕЛЯМИ ФІНАНСОВИХ ІНСТРУМЕНТІВ  
НА ОСНОВІ ЛОГІКИ РОЗУМНИХ КОНТРАКТІВ 

 
Анотація. Представлені інституціональні, регуляторні і техноло-

гічні післякризові зміни бізнес процесів у відповідності до міжнародно-
го законодавства щодо регулювання фінансових ринків.  
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